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A Dream About Liberia

Prophecy received after a dream about Liberia dying a slow death.

“Liberia, except for her resources, is being left to drift out to sea. People are only

essential if they are in some way useful to the plans and schemes of the NWO. The love of

many has waxed cold and indifferent. A selfish world running after selfish pursuits, a

planet in the hands of machines that simply chew up all that is set before them. There is

no gratitude, no thought of renewing what has been taken. When one resource is eaten

then on to the next and the next and the next until it is all gone. The planet is a resource,

people are a resource…oh man…can you see how selfish your leaders have become?

Politicians reach the pinnacle through backbiting, cheating and lying. Politics –what a

dark and evil world of men who live according to the lusts of this world. Politicians are

nothing but puppets in the hands of the rich and powerful of this world. Countries like

China will never stopping consuming others’ resources as long as there are greedy self-

centered leaders controlling their countries as if they are their own personal backyard.

Man is a cankerworm eating away at the vessel that sustains him, heedless of the holes

and dirt he leaves in his wake. The vessel is now weakened beyond the help of those that

see the cancer, and like the mighty Titanic, the ship is about to receive a blow that will

send her to the bottom of the deep cold.

Look up, My loves, for your redemption draws nigh. I am coming in the clouds of glory to

rescue My own before the waves take their prize. Stay on watch, My men and women of

faith; keep sounding the alarm. Don’t panic now, there are enough lifeboats for all…stay

steadfast and true to the calling wherewith you have been called. Those that hear will

hear, and those that have been blinded by the riches and temptations of this world will

go down with their cankered gold. 
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“And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold.” Matthew 24:12

When will the war be ended

The keys are the great separator of the wheat and the chaff. Call on them to keep you

separate and you

 
will be sanctified-called apart unto Me.

My Word is truth, and it is written and therefore promised that the meek shall inherit

the earth, and the dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters,

and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie will receive their just award at the great

judgment. It is then that they will be called from the deep and judged according to their

works. The midnight hour is set to strike; the countdown will begin –then the dawn of a

new era where righteousness will reign across the four corners of creation.”

More on John Bull

“John Bull is dying, just like all the countries round the world are dying. They have given

their strength and power to the beast, and he is eating them up, devouring their people,

economies, resources and everything. Don’t for a second think as the peace mongers

think; peace and safety, all is well. No, My loves, nothing is well, except for the fact that

the sooner this part of world history passes, the sooner I return to reset man’s course and

straighten up  the mess he’s made of this world. This world and its ways will not be based

on selfishness but love and giving and sharing and doing and acting with the motive of

others first and self last. This is the backbone of the new millennium. It will be a time of

giving back to the earth and to your fellowman.” 

See blog “John Bull”

some cool downloads

please visit our library for more…Wine Cellar
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how to prepare for the great confusion

https://youtu.be/HGBn39fDAgU
https://youtu.be/HGBn39fDAgU
https://mystical-bible.com/john-bull/
https://mystical-bible.com/the-wine-cellar/
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Media Word File

Complied prophecies on preparation for the Great Confusion.

Download
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the great confusion Part 1

Media Word File

Compiled prophecies on the Great Confusion.

Download
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The Great Confusion part 2

Media Word File

Compiled prophecies on the Great Confusion.

Download

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/8_08_How_to_Prepare_For_TGC.mp3
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/8_07a_The_Great_Confusion.mp3
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Prophecy vitamins on faith part 1

Media Word File

Compiled prophecies on faith for the COD…part 1

Download
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